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Since our country has taken to voting on rights, it’s time for the gays to have their 
say! 

Let us ban the immoral marriage of flip flops in winter. Or how about denying the 
right to wear those hideous Yasser Arafat scarves? More offensive still, let us vote 
to ban the cheap opportunists we keep picking up on late-night street corners! It’s 
hard to look in the mirror sometimes. We may live in a smarmy city, but there’s 
nothing more shameful than a dirty little pore! 

Vote them off the island! 

We’ve always gone to Chelsea for a good facial, but this time it’s guilt-free and given by a gorgeous 
latino! March on over to Enrique at Face to Face spa. 

You know the place. Face to Face features provocative ads that grace the pages of HX, NEXT, and 
every patriotic men’s magazine – honestly, what’s more patriotic than ogling the male form? 

Face to Face specializes in facials, waxing, and massage, and has worked on gaylebrities from actor Neil 
Patrick Harris to porn pup Brent Corrigan. Everyone loves to suck face – expertly – with the 
sandblasting suction of microdermabrasion! 

Vote to dig out your imperfections; to cleanse and exfoliate, and then smoothe it over with an alpha 
hydroxy acid mask. Leave feeling rejuvenated, refreshed, and beautiful. Self-esteem restored. 

That’s a mandate! 

Freshman Facial, 60 minutes: $100 
Y-Chromosome Facial, 80 minutes: $160 
Boot Camp Facial, 70 minutes: $110 
Desert Skin Facial, 70 minutes: $110 
Glow Zone Facial, 80 minutes: $180 

Face to Face Spa 
20 W. 20th Street, Suite 603 
(212) 633-0404 
www.facetofacenyc.com 
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